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STEBEL ITALIA 
Tel. +39 041 963 6600
Web site: www.stebel.it - E-mail: info@stebel.it

The illustrations and descriptions on this information sheet are for indicative purposes only. At any moment and without warning, Stebel reserves the right to replace or modify the models hereby shown in order to improve
quality or meet particular production/commercial requirements. We kindly ask our customers to indicate the precise Stebel product code when placing orders.

A design tuned with your needs.Motorcycles, cars, heavy-duty vehicles, and
sea vessels: maximum design flexibility to harmonize each product with your
specific requirement. A rich heritage of research and a high level of
professionalism enable our technical experts to envision new projects and
execute them accurately with the support of cutting edge computer
technology.                                           
The experimental laboratory: quality of the highest tone. A climate simulation
chamber and well-equipped lab insure the high quality of each single horn
unit from its origin. 

Testing allows for product and component verification down to the smallest
detail in order to respect homologation standards issued by government
legislation and the automotive manufacturers themselves. Production and
verification tests: a sweet harmony. Fully automated production systems hand
in hand with rigorous testing: a perfect combination used to offer product
reliability, resistance, and safety according to standards, which are both
objective and reproducable.                                            

The Stebel Company was founded in 1955 by Leonardo Beltrame. Stebel
engineers and produces exclusively signal horns. 
This absolute specialization guarantees a deeper knowledge of market
requirements. It has unequalled experience constantly reinforced by new
technologies and innovative projects. 
A Certified Company System insures top quality at all levels. 
For over 50 years we have made every effort to offer our customers
beautiful, innovative,easy to install, long-lasting and realialable products.
 We strive to guarantee high performance on every single product.

Are you thinking about mounting an external horn and think that therefore it must have a beautiful design and well
refined details?
Do you think that besides “being loud”, a horn should have a pleasant sound pitch?
Do you want to choose a horn better suited for the use you want to make of it, and count on a modern product
in line with the times?
Do you want to make sure that the product you buy respects norms and regulations?
Do you want to avoid being disappointed with the technical characteristics declared by the manufacturer and be
forced to subsitute the product which you just recently purchased?
Do you want to count on a sure warranty policy of the product you buy and/or be guided with the most correct
mode of installation of the product you have decided to purchase?
Do you think a horn should withstand extreme weather conditions and use and therefore never leave you in
silence?
Do you believe that a horn is also a safety instrument engineered to help prevent accidents?
Since 1955 Stebel designs and produces only horns to please anyone who has these requirements.

Important Notice: We strongly advise the consumer to follow in detail the suggestions and requirements of installation in order  
to insure the correct function and perfornmance of the product.

      

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
To receive further technical in fo rmat ion  (Electrical connection scheme and installation tips, Product warranty terms, Packaging
measurements, Hi-fidelity sound recordings product description text news, Trade-fair participation,  company description etc)
and  more  detailed images of the p roduc ts ,  v i s i t  ou r  website: www.stebel.it
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WHY CHOOSE A STEBEL HORN
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